DESIGN SPACES WHERE PEOPLE ACTUALLY WANT TO BE.

Whether it’s a welcoming lobby space, an open collaboration area, or a huddle zone for private interactions, Fringe has the necessary components to accommodate it all. Its extreme flexibility combined with smart design features make Fringe applicable for commercial spaces, community areas, education settings, and healthcare environments.

The Fringe lounge collection offers seating and table solutions that can be combined to create large configurations, or used separately to develop individual stations. From ottomans, club chairs, benches, high and mid backs, and cove units, to occasional, inline, and bistro tables, Fringe has an extensive and diverse offering. With the versatility to provide privacy and openness, comfort and style, Fringe has the elements to create an endless amount of configurations and answer any need.
Fringe is an extension of your company’s culture. Flexible and comfortable, versatile and productive. Not only does Fringe offer a wide variety of components and materials, its ability to create straight runs and serpentine configurations allows it to generate extraordinary spaces. The Fringe collection offers an elegant mix of upholstery, metal, veneer, laminate, and solid surface materials that harmoniously balance the need for sophistication and functionality.

The clean out option provides a horizontal space between the back and seat, creating an easy and simple cleaning solution for healthcare, education, or commercial environments. This visible gap allows for thorough and efficient cleansing.
FRINGE LOUNGE ARC-COM SHERLOCK PEBBLE, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC
FRINGE INLINE CORNER AND MEDIA TABLES PORTOBELLO LAMINATE, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC
FRINGE CLUB CHAIRS STINSON ETCH TAUPE, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC
UNIVERSAL TABLES GLACIER WHITE CORIAN, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC
FRINGE® LOUNGE DESIGNTEX PHASE GRAPHITE, NATIONAL SILVERTEX CARBON, MOMENTUM BEELINE JETTY
UNIVERSAL TABLES CORIAN® DEEP NIGHT SKY, PLATINUM METALLIC, CINDER
ADMIRE® SEATING WITH STITCH-IT™, NATIONAL PLUSH FIR, SONOMA FINISH